Craperson sold to college crackpots to promote propaganda views

Can O’Worms
Emirius Critter

Craperson has accepted an offer from the school administration to become the official propaganda outlet for the college. The agreement was reached after several weeks of intense negotiations, according to Cary Rad-rock, director of public information, terms of the agreement remain confidential.

However, Craperson has learned that senior staff of the newspaper will receive scholarships, free meals, MSC Golf Cards, free passes to the Alumni Association, as well as the use of college vehicles to travel in during breaks. “It’s not true,” said Dean Humpback, photo editor, who has

as part of his golden parachute, an agreement to shoot photos as well as write Forum text for Prezhouse magazine. “They are rental cars.”

“I feel we retained our dignity as well as some control over the decisionmaking process,” said Stack O’Key, Editor in Chief. “Why, we get to choose the style of type as well as determine how many columns per page there will be.”

“See if I remain their loyal dupe.”

— Greg Glowawowski

snickered advertising manager, Tuna Wellover. “We all knew what we were, it was just a matter of price.”

The Craperson also learned that the paper will have some input as to the look of the new paper. “I feel we retained our dignity as well as some control over the decisionmaking process,” said Stack O’Key, Editor in Chief. “Why, we get to choose the style of type as well as determine how many columns per page there will be.”

“See if I remain their loyal dupe.”

— Greg Glowawowski


KSUx hits the big one

Lottery prize of $27 million collected

Doogle Howser
Head Crapper

The once-defunct KSUX acting radio station is now $27 million richer thanks to the Colorado state lottery. The acting KSUX station manager, known only as “Rubber Duck,” picked up the first check, totaling $27 million thanks to the Colorado state lottery. “We may even be able to pay our DJs what they are worth,” Duck said sighting the minimum wage laws.

“Rubber Duck,” picked up the first check, totaling $27 million richer thanks to the Colorado state lottery.

“Duck is ecstatic,” Duck said in an exclusive interview

“We have to be frivolous sometimes,” Duck said.

Duck said he will use the station to broadcast his voice over the college’s public address system. “We’ll use the first check to move to the S.S. Campbell Soup Center,” Duck said. “With the additional revenue to pay for the first six months of rent, we’ll fund Spring Fest ’92.”

“We have to be frivolous sometimes,” Duck said.


State Bored investigates college’s ‘acting’ policy

Gonzales Gorbachev
Crop Intern

The Colorado Acting Bored of Trustees has launched an investigation against Mesa State College to determine who masterminded the campaign to make every faculty and staff position at the school “acting.”

“Everyone was just so good at it (acting) that they just took the titles.”

The investigation was launched after several students complained to the Bored that they were being taught how to act in classes in the School of Business and the School of Industry and Technology.

But Rastabian Toto, acting MSC president, said there was no conspiracy to make the entire school acting.

“It just happened,” Toto said.

Everyone was just so good at it (acting) that they just took the titles.

The investigation was launched after several students complained to the Bored that they were being taught how to act in classes in the School of Business and the School of Industry and Technology.

But Rastabian Toto, acting MSC president, said there was no conspiracy to make the entire school acting.

“It just happened,” Toto said.

Everyone was just so good at it (acting) that they just took the titles.

Wannabe asked the professors name be withheld pending notification of his family, but the professor asked The Craperson to print his name, saying he was not ashamed of what he did.

“I am an acting dean,” Acting School of Business Dean Dr. Cecil Frowler said. “I was just making my students more culturally aware. They deserve better than what they get now, which is just credits and debits.”

Frowler said in the future he will use his acting skills to liven up his class, and he hopes to eventually win an Academy Award for his efforts.

As a result of the influx of acting classes in other classes, theater instructors have changed their curriculum.

Acting Professor Tom Crush said his classes would change dramatically as a result of Frowler teaching Shakespeare.

“Since Acting Dean Frowler is...
Dear Ad Goddess:

I am a middle-aged frumpy housewife who has trouble talking on the telephone. Every time I call someone, my voice cracks, I sweat profusely, my heart races and I hang up. Can you give me some advice on how to speak just like you do on the telephone?

Dear Frumpy:

Your problem probably stems from a lack of sexual training and, I suspect, no proper guidance on how to give "good phone." Giving good phone takes practice but can be achieved with diligent practice. Here is what you should do: Place the phone in a comfortable position. On the couch or a bed works best. Approach the phone with intent, being timid at this point will only inhibit your imagination and natural desires. Grasp the receiver gently, but with firm control. Place the phone very near to your mouth, so you can feel the energy that pulses through the phone lines. At this point you are ready to dial. Now, if you have a push button, it is very important to "stroke," not punch the buttons. With each "stroke" keep in mind your objective—"to have good phone, I have to give good phone!" If it helps, keep saying this over and over in your mind. If you have a rotary dial, please remember to make slow circles using your index finger, as moving too fast can only result in an early disconnection. When the person on the other end answers, you are on your way to a pleasant experience. Speak loudly but clearly, being sure your partner understands your intentions. It is crucial at this time to not swallow or make any other audible noises, as the sounds are intensified through the line. (It may help if you are in familiar and inviting surrounding, as I said earlier a couch or bed works the best.) When you are ready to bring the conversation to an end be sure to not end abruptly, as this can make a nasty mess of a good thing. Let your partner know you are ready to stop in a caring and tender manner, complete any unfinished business and place the receiver back in its cradle. I hope I have helped you, and in the future your phone experiences will be filled with smoothness and exciting experiences.

Ad Goddess

---

**Keep the kicks out!**

Dear Editor,

Well, it seems the newfangled MSC campus (or outpost, for a better word) has this silly notion of joining the SBA. What are they going to do, get funds for a spittoon in every classroom? I think they are just a bunch of kicks trying to look like real college students (like you and me). So, I guess the SBA is going to have to deal with them like the U.S. Congress deals with Puerto Rico (always trying to become a state).

Just you watch and see, when the SBA does accept Montrose, Heaven Forbids, they are going to try to take over this campus like they are the new bigshots of the world. Attention SBA: Don't let those kicks in! They'll cause nothing but trouble and migraines! They are just not worth it! Oh, and by the way, April Fool's Day, Peace, Love and Twinkies from Motown.

Amos P. Scruffball, noted doomsayer

---

**...Udders to the Lettittor...**

To the Editor,

I am very hurt by the way The Craperion has treated the Groupies for Events at Mesa State this past year. We have gone so far as to try and buy off a reporter by giving them a Corvette in exchange for covering some of our events. We had hoped for a story in return, but no... you did a feature on the car instead.

GEMS too precious for coverage?

To the Editor,

We feel we deserve some free advertising once in a while. Why can't GEMS be in charge of the newspaper sometimes? I am very confused about the layout of the new-and-improved W.W. Campbell College Center. I keep wondering into the Craperion office. Will you please publish a map? And speaking of publishing... I was also wondering if GEMS has to do something negative (like write this letter) to get some press?

Spacely "Make a Mountain Outta a Molehill"

Acting Publicity Table, GEMS
Pint-sized students blow college curves

Patty O'Furniture
Corporation Optimist

The rash of children running around on campus has blown the curve in many classes, according to amazed professors. The children are getting better grades than many of their classmates, including their parents.

"I'm not sure how he did it," said Mary Horeshoogms, who brought her 6-year-old son Jimbo to class with her last Friday, a test day. "I thought he was just making pretty patterns on the Scramdon while reading Green Eggs and Ham. But he ended up with the highest grade in the class.

Horeshoogms, 37, added that she didn't think her son had "a brain in his head," but she guessed she was wrong. "Sesame Street sure must have taught him something, because he sure didn't get it from me."

Another incident happened when Melissa Kereybut, 10, got up in the middle of her mother's history class and started lecturing on "The Role of Minorities in Nineteenth-Century France." The class, which had fallen asleep, instantly awoke.

"It was like a gift from God," said L. Bubba Hidegob, a student in the class. "The class had been so tedious and incoherent, and here this young whippersnapper actually made sense to us."

The class's acting professor, Dr. Dagnabit Highfalutin, B.S., B.F.E., quit in protest.

Children even took over the mass communications classes.

"The kids can write better news than my students," said Oke Fenokee, acting professor of mass communications. "They're even better than the kids back in Oklahoma. I like them. Besides, I even listen to their bear stories."

The success of the young scholars provoked an emergency meeting of the acting Board of Trustees. Charging the children tuition for attending classes was voted on and approved.

Ronald Potbelly, acting chair of the acting Board, said: "The thing is, we won't be charging the kids normal tuition rates. We'll be charging by the foot." The plan calls for a charge of $125.36 per foot in height.

"It's a bargain," Potbelly added.

Members of the acting Student Body Association voted not to charge the children for student fees. The plan was vetoed by Buford: "I know nothing about accounting."

"They're here, they're (gulp) embarrassing us, and for that, I think they should pay for it (belch)," said Justice, who had food in his mouth at the time.

Money collected from the children will go into various acting SBA funds for projects such as paying off the college center renovation debt, paying for the annual acting SBA trip to Bora Bora, and paying off the Spanish-American War debt.

MSC Acting President Rasbutian Toto welcomed the kids. "We need all the brainpower we can get here at MSC."

Toto also said he wanted to recruit some students for administrative jobs, but they declined, as they were looking for something more challenging.

"We could go back to second grade and still have more to do," one of them said.

 College Center to be converted to high priced shopping mall

Ed Pulitzer
Corporation Prize Winner

Forget to wear that suit for a presentation in your business class? No problem! By next fall, you can pop into Hersenberger's, located in the student center.

In an attempt to cover the extra charges during renovation of the S.S. Campbell Soup Center, Mesa State College is letting businesses to open up stores in the unfinished wing. According to acting President Rasbutian Toto of Mesa State College, the name of the center will also be changed.

Next fall, the S.S. Campbell Soup Center will be known as the "Glogowski Shopping Center."

"I will act no more," Toto said. "Instead I will hum a few bar and nagle with inmates."

Toto submitted his always had a fetish for bars, and hopes he will soon be near some. An acting science professor known only as "the plant man," however, said he's glad to see Toto go. "I hope they put him behind the bar," the plant man said. "He's a lousy actor and deserves to be locked up."

But there were some MSC dudes who said they will miss Toto. A petition has even been circulated to block his leaving. "I wish he'd send that damn Skippy instead," said Acting Student Body President Buford.

"I know nothing about accounting," Toto said, a single tear dripping down his cheek. "I will miss the close friendships, though. And I will also miss the politics. I love politics.

Toto said he loved his job for a time, but decided to give it up for a more lucrative job as a singer at the federal prison.

Puff till ya drop' month hints

Craperion Staff Report

In keeping with the Craperion tradition, here are several tips for students to utilize during April, more commonly known as "Puff till ya drop" month.

• Always encourage second-hand cancer by blowing cigarette smoke in others' faces.

• Throw cigarette butts on the ground rather than in designated ash trays, encouraging a polluted environment.

• Help keep the tobacco industry afloat by giving died-out cigarettes to friends.

• Wear shirts and pants with cigarette bums on them.

• Throw cigarette butts on the ground rather than in designated ash trays, forcing quitters to take back the habit.

• Tell any fat friend they will lose weight if they start smoking.

• Volunteer to give puffing lessons at your local elementary school.

• Give a carton of cigarettes to a hospitalized emphysema patient.

• If you take an airplane trip, rip the smoke detector out of the bathroom. Be generous during "Puff till ya drop month." Give the gift of death.

Sex Toys - R - Us

Located in the basement of the Out Going Program

• Blow Up Suzie Doll $56.09

• Glam in the Dark Condoms in your School Colors!!!

Bring In Any Fake MSC ID. For a Free Demonstration of Our Toys

Search on for new MSC president

Dorothy Rubyshoe
Corporation Troublemaker

Leavesworth is getting new leader.

College acting president Rasbutian Toto turned down a position as president at a Baptist college acting to take a position at the U.S. military prison in Leavenworth, Kansas. He is expected to leave in mid-June.

"I'm sick of acting to be someone when I can go to Kansas and be nobody," Toto said, a single tear dripping down his cheek. "I will miss the close friendships, though. And I will also miss the politics. I love politics."

Toto said he loved his job for a time, but decided to give it up for a more lucrative job as a singer at the federal prison.

"I will act no more," Toto said. "Instead I will hum a few bar and nagle with inmates."

Toto submitted his always had a fetish for bars, and hopes he will soon be near some. An acting science professor known only as "the plant man," however, said he's glad to see Toto go. "I hope they put him behind the bar," the plant man said. "He's a lousy actor and deserves to be locked up."

But there were some MSC dudes who said they will miss Toto. A petition has even been circulated to block his leaving. "I wish he'd send that damn Skippy instead," said Acting Student Body President Buford.

"I know nothing about accounting," Toto said, a single tear dripping down his cheek. "I will miss the close friendships, though. And I will also miss the politics. I love politics.

Toto said he loved his job for a time, but decided to give it up for a more lucrative job as a singer at the federal prison.
Toto cuts current sports program for D.OR.K.

Volley Head

In a surprise move, outgoing acting Mesa State College President Randy E. Toto announced the elimination of all current Intercollegiate sports at MSC. The moves are in response to the state budget cuts and Toto’s own desire to improve the academic standing of Mesa State. Replacement activities announced by Toto include Tiddly Winks, checkers, and Nintendo. “We can fund these activities much cheaper than we can football and basketball,” he said. “We do not need uniforms and will have very little travel.”

The atmosphere around Saunders Fieldhouse was dark and dreary. “I can’t believe this,” said acting volleyball coach Busty Dude. “It is just not possible.” Dude will be one of the many people to lose his job in the cuts. All coaches will be reassigned to the grounds crew to fulfill the rest of their contract time.

All sports will play in the new D.0.R.K. conference that includes the University of Colorado and Regis College. “The state university presidents have taken the control of the schools back from the athletic departments,” Toto said. “You can expect more schools to drop athletics and go to this format.”

Tiddly-Winks coach Joe Imageek said the recognition of these activities as serious sports has been slow. “Everyone perceives us as nerds and losers,” he said. “I guess this shows them that we are part of the mainstream now.”

ACTING from page 1

Teaching acting in his classes, I will teach math in mine,” Cruse said. “As an acting acting professor, I feel it is my responsibility to act as an accounting professor when the accounting acting professor is acting as a theater professor. Besides, it may make me a stronger actor.”

A preliminary investigation by the Bored revealed the accusations made by the students against certain faculty members were true.

“The whole school is being overrun by actors,” said Ronald Potbellies, acting Bored of Trustees chairman. “And I like it.”

Ad Goddess busted for sex crimes

Sprint U.S. West

Craspron Phone Reporter

The Craspron Ad Goddess was arrested by an acting Mesa State College security officers late Tuesday evening and charged with six felony counts associated with her use of her 1-900 phone line.

Acting Security Professor Joe Blow Shmoo said when the Ad Goddess was picked up The Craspron office was in possession of $12 million in small, unmarked bills, 18 extra length, unrevoked phone cords and 22 pirated phone credit cards.

Shmoo said the Ad Goddess was charged with elicit use of a public phone, unpaid phone bills, willingly contributing to the delinquency of a minor and Mesa State College staff, forging Chinese sex rings across a Gannison bar and receiving shots of blow jobs at the same. Other items were also confiscated. Shmoo said, but he refused to say exactly what.

“The other things — oh — I shut to even think,” he said.

Acting Goddess is currently being held in lieu of $100 million bond at the Mesa County Jail’s hospital, suffering from acute phone withdrawal. The Ad Goddess is also rumored to have the rare virus Receiver Digitis.

The virus recently spread throughout the MSC campus, affecting 94 percent of the faculty and staff members.

Dr. Wolfgang “Marx” Vermin, acting biology professor, is said to be diligently searching for a cure for this highly contagious disease. In a recent telephone interview, he refused to say why he was working so hard to find a cure for the virus, which can only be spread through fiber optic phone lines.

The Ad Goddess’ 1-900 phone line has been disconnected by the acting phone company after her arrest was announced.

She was a just a phone whore,” said Acting Phone Company Spokesperson Bible Thumper. “We were going to pull her plug anyway. It was just a matter of time before her cord was yanked.”

SLA reveals master plan to conquer the world

Darby Heller

Craspron Weirdo

The message on my machine was unmistakably the work of the Spontaneously Liberated Artists. Wild laughter, with chanting in the background, could only sensible noise I could make out was the cryptic warning: “Terrorra Arborra.”

It was clearly an invitation to join in their next mad raid on the MSC campus.

By chance, I crossed paths with Corporal Zoya at a local market. She gave me the high sign to play it cool. Sure dark secrets. I had exchanged glasses with Nixon earlier in the week. He looked weary and seemed to be suffering from jet lag. This is the price of their secret lives.

I finally connected with Gen. Yolanda at the old building by the S.L.A. as a hideout/operations center. “I can’t talk now,” she said, hinting that she had bigger fish to fry, “but I am authorized to tell you that a major break-through has been forged,” and, she added, “Don’t mess this up, Heller. We know what kind of tricks you use.” I could tell by the steely look she gave me it was not an empty threat.

Later that night, I decided to take my chances and sneak back to take a look at these secret SLA rituals, no matter what the cost. I found a broken window, took a deep breath and climbed inside. The building was warehouse-like, with what looked like some old-fashioned printing machinery. I crept towards the low voices I heard chanting.

“Noh Eem Eee Aaa, Noh Eem Eee Aaa...”

Just then I heard stealthy footsteps behind me. I turned and what I saw must have been a hallucination. I thought I saw a half woman - half horse. Everything went black... I woke to see three faces hunched over me. One was the centaur I saw just before I passed out. She slowly removed her horse head, and I thought I was having severe hallucinations. It turned out to be Gen Yolanda. I was busted.

“What shall we do with her?” one asked. “The tall woman said bluntly, “We’ll have to eliminate her now, stupid.” Nixon, the world traveler, said, “That won’t do, we’ve got art to create, we don’t have time.” Shut up both of you,” said General Yolanda, taking immediate control of the situation. “There’s an easier way...”

Apparently, she had something utterly devious in mind for me.

“We’ll make her a member of the organization.” “Noway!” said Cpl. Zoya, “She’s not even an artist!” But I am open-minded,” I begged. It was a shot in the dark.

“Well, it’s going to have to be a quick initiation.” said Nixon. “Alright,” said Zoya, “but I still think she should be eliminated.”

They gathered around and pulled out a tattoo gun. It was pointless to struggle, so I relaxed and bore the pain.
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